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Response- Public & Other 

Groups 2020

Response- Local Police Team 

2020 SC Final Comments SC Final View

01584841288 PCO PCO1 TUGFORD CRAVEN ARMS SY7 9HS KX100 0 Abdon and Heath PC

SC decision to Object to removal of telephony 

and kiosk on the following grounds; rural 

isolation; concerns over mobile phone coverage. Object

01584877253 PCO1 TOWER STREET LOWER GALDEFORD LUDLOW SY8 1RL KX100 Ludlow 399 Ludlow TC

Ludlow Town Council strongly object to the removal of the kiosk based 

on the following reasons:                                                                •The 

removal of the kiosks in Station Drive (01584 876307) and Old Street 

were not consulted on because the Tower Street kiosk was in place and 

within 400 metres of both locations.

• With the removal of those two kiosks approved, the kiosk at Tower 

Street should be automatically removed from the consultation and 

considered permanent.

• In the initial consultation letter (attached) three payphones were not 

proposed for removal.  These are located in Castle Street, Castle Square 

and Tower Street/Lower Galdeford.   Out of these three locations Tower 

Street has the greatest usage figures.

• The Tower Street/Lower Galdeford kiosk is located at the town’s only 

informal ‘taxi rank’, however there is quite often no taxis available.  

Members of the public without a mobile telephone would therefore use 

this kiosk to contact a friend, relative or taxi.

Local Member Andy Boddington has 

taken a keen interest in the 

consultation and publicised it on his 

personal blog in relation to the loss 

of the boxes.                                                                    

Comments from Ludlow South 

Councillor Vivienne Parry (member 

for the adjacent ward) were also 

received as follows: 'Taxis do not 

operate at night. Payphones are 

needed to contact for collection 

from the train station. Payphone is 

well used by a number of people'

Comment from member of 

the public that it fulfils a clear 

social need. 'I note with 

concern that one of the phone 

boxes is due for removal but 

for no good reason. I do not 

want this to be removed. Not 

all of us have mobile phones 

and phone boxes on the 

whole are more reliable. They 

can be used by anyone who 

pays for the call in cash and 

do not run out of credit, and 

do not need a signal.'

SC decision to Object to removal of telephony 

and kiosk in line with local views. The town 

council has reinforced their own view and made 

further efforts to seek additional feedback. SC 

remain concerned that two other payphones 

were removed in part because of the presence of 

this payphone, which continues to attract high 

usage and fulfils a clear social need. We 

reluctantly accepted the BT action on the other 

two payphones but are very clear in our view that 

this one needs to be retained. Object

01691652260 PCO PCO1 WESTON ROAD MORDA OSWESTRY SY10 9NS KX100 113 Oswestry Rural PC

Object - Members unanimously agreed that the payphone should be 

kept.

SC decision to Object to removal of telephony 

and kiosk in support of the view of the local town 

council and due to high call usage. Object

01691653003 PCO1 MIDDLETON ROAD OSWESTRY SY11 2PN KX100 189 Oswestry TC

Object - Members felt that given the high usage that the payphone 

should be retained and objected to its removal.

SC decision to Object to removal of telephony 

and kiosk in support of the view of the local town 

council and due to high call usage. Object

01691661200 PCO1 WEST PLACE GOBOWEN OSWESTRY SY11 3NR KX100 45 Selattyn And Gobowen PC

The Parish Council initially had no concerns regarding removal of the 

phonebox but noted their support for the retention of the service upon 

consideration of the ongoing call usage, mobile phone coverage and lack 

of other local payphones.

WMP Neighbourhood Team -

Not aware of any potential 

issues posed if this pay phone 

were to be removed.

SC decision to Object to removal of telephony 

and kiosk due to following rationale: ongoing call 

usage; continued concerns over mobile phone 

coverage; lack of other payphones in locality for 

resident and visitor access; location of payphone 

close to the library and school. The payphone is 

seen as continuing to fulfil a social need across 

demographics accordingly. Object

01691773318 ALBERT SQUARE PCO1 STATION ROAD WESTON RHYN OSWESTRY SY10 7RS KX100 40 Weston Rhyn PC

The Parish Council noted the consultation on the payphone removal from 

Albert Square, being resigned to the fact that it will be removed. 

However, they support the retention of the kiosk on the basis of ongoing 

call usage, continued concerns over mobile phone coverage; lack of other 

payphones in locality; location of payphone close to local amenities. 

SC decision to Object to removal of telephony 

and kiosk due to following rationale: ongoing call 

usage; continued concerns over mobile phone 

coverage; lack of other payphones in locality; 

location of payphone on main bus route and near 

a stop, and close to the school. The payphone  is 

seen as continuing to fulfil a social need across 

demographics accordingly. Object

01743247754 JCT WOODHALL CL/NEW PARK RD PCO1 NEW PARK ROAD SHREWSBURY SY1 2SP KX100 34 Shrewsbury TC Support removal

SC decision to Consent to removal of  the 

telephony and kiosk, in support of Town Council 

views. Consent

01743271033 PCO1 CLAVERLEY ROAD SHREWSBURY SY1 4QR KX100 9 Shrewsbury TC Support removal

SC decision to Consent to removal of  the 

telephony and kiosk, in support of Town Council 

views. Consent

01743790200 PCO PCO1 PONTESBURY SHREWSBURY SY5 0TG KX100 35 Pontesbury PC

Objects to the removal of any BT telephone kiosks within the Pontesbury 

parish due to their concern about emergency access in a rural area with 

unreliable mobile coverage, alternative payphones being some distance 

away for those with mobility problems; general concerns over 

consistency and quality of mobile phone coverage; and kiosks fulfilling 

social need. Also object on the grounds that it is essential to have BT 

phone boxes remain in uncertain times  as a back up if residents are 

unable to use mobile phones. Strongly  recommend  at this time a 

decision is made to keep open all BT phone boxes and defer this survey 

to a future date.

SC decision to Object to removal of telephony 

and kiosk due to following rationale: ongoing call 

usage; endorsement of Parish Council views. Object

01902373590 PCO PCO1 NEWPORT ROAD ALBRIGHTON WOLVERHAMPTON WV7 3NB KX100 21 Donington and Boscobel PC

Object - It is an accident blackspot, still in use and mobile signal is not 

reliable. 

SC decision to Object to removal of telephony 

and kiosk due to following rationale: ongoing call 

usage; it is the only payphone in the locality, and 

well situated for emergency usage as it is 

opposite the main caravan sales site on the busy 

A41; it is on the national cycle route and close to 

an accident black spot; endorsement of Parish 

Council views. Object

01952460507 PCO PCO1 NEWPORT CRESCENT SHIFNAL TF11 8BS KX100 167 Shifnal TC Object - High Usage

SC decision to Object to removal of telephony 

and kiosk due to following rationale: high call 

usage; endorsement of clear rationale given by 

Town Council, whereby payphone is seen as 

continuing to fulfil a social need, now and into 

the future. Object

01952460554 PCO PCO1 BARN ROAD SHIFNAL TF11 8EL KX100 0 Shifnal TC Object - Large amount of new housing development close by

SC decision to Object to removal of telephony 

and kiosk due to following rationale: continued 

and anticipated social need; endorsement of 

clear rationale given by Town Council, whereby 

payphone is seen as continuing to fulfil a social 

need, now and into the future, due to large 

amount of new housing development nearby. Object
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